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Consultant
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CERTIFICATIONS

OVERVIEW
Amanda Wilkie, Consultant at Boomer Consulting, Inc., has a computer science
background, but she’s not your average geek. With two decades of technology
experience, Amanda has spent more than 15 years driving change and process
improvement through innovative technology solutions working across firms of
varying sizes in the public accounting profession. She has held strategic
leadership positions in firms ranging from Top 50 to Top 10 including her time
as CIO of a Top 30 firm.
Amanda is a recognized expert in the profession who regularly speaks and
writes on blockchain and cryptocurrency and their impact on the profession.

KOLBE
Amanda’s Kolbe A™ Index reveals her to be
excellent in situations that require strategic
organization of information. She is adept at
setting priorities and putting them into
appropriate sequences. Her talent with both
strategics and tactics make her essential to
any massive effort.
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Fact Finder
Follow Through
Quick Start
Implementer

Certified Project Management
Professional (PMP)

Learn more about Kolbe here.

Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

UNIQUE ABILITIES

Certified Blockchain Solution
Architect

Amanda’s natural curiosity ensures she is always exploring new skills. Her
forte is combining fact-finding skills with a follow-through talent for seeing
themes. She invests her energy in figuring out the background of a problem
and the steps necessary to solve it.

Microsoft Certified Solution
Associate (MCSA)

EDUCATION
Bachelors in Computer
Science
High Point University
MBA
Shorter University

PERSONAL
She volunteers her time and experience to an organization that works with
disadvantaged young adults who just need a hand and a champion to become
professionals. When she takes a break from her professional endeavors, you
can find her running trails in her hometown of Alexandria, Virginia or planning
her next vacation with friends.

